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YouTube channel, 259
YouTube video, 255, 264
status updates
analyzing performance of, 54
Facebook, posting image as, 95
LinkedIn, images in, 134–135
overcoming clutter in, 16–18
Twitter, 115–117
stock photos
free image sites, 66–67
licensed image sites, 68
with text, 295–296
stop-and-start video capture (Vine), 277
story, building in infographics, 229
storyboard, for video, 241
Storyboard That, 241
Straighten button (Instagram), 182
Subscriber Counts option (YouTube), 256
subscribers (YouTube), 263, 269
Suggest video improvements option (YouTube), 255
suggested search results (YouTube), 246
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#TheSweatLife hashtag, 44–45
Switch Camera button
  Instagram, 179
  Vine, 277
synchronization tool (SlideShare), 206–207
synonyms, in SlideShare presentation
description, 209
tables, creating visual assets using, 83–84
tagging
  Facebook videos, 102
  in Instagram, 178
  photos in Facebook, 97
  SlideShare presentations, 209
  Vine users, 281
  Vine videos, 281–282
visual library content, 69
YouTube video, 255, 263
target audience, identifying, 46–47, 188
Technical Stuff icon, 3
template, for Twitter background
  image, 114
testimonials
  creating visual content, 70
  customer, 296–297, 305–306
  video, 237
testing, importance of, 54–55
text
  in infographics, 230
  stock photos with, 295–296
  YouTube video editor, 260
text-based images, 61–62
Themeleon application, 113
“37 Ways to Thrive on LinkedIn”
  infographic, 221
3D video option (YouTube), 264
thumbnails
  defined, 34
  Facebook video, 102
  YouTube video, 263
tiling Twitter background image, 114
Tim Hortons, 28, 111
Tip icon, 3
title
  blog image, 124
  Pinterest board, 154
  SlideShare presentation, 208
video, 245
YouTube video, 255, 262
topic
  of infographic, 227–228
  of videos, 244
tracking infographic, 227–228
video, 244
tracking visual social marketing plan, 52–54
trademarks, 23–24
traffic, generating
  assessing pages to be shared, 35–37
  to blog, via images, 120–122
  images for website pages, creating, 37
  as marketing goal, 43
  overview, 25–26
  Pinterest, optimizing website for, 30–34
  Pinterest, role of in, 144, 168–171
  preparing website for, 35–37
  relevant images, 27
  search engines, images and video on, 34–35
  sharing websites, 26–30
  through infographics, 219–220
traffic, referral, 26
transcription
  SlideShare presentation, 205–206
  YouTube video, 268
tripods, recording vines with, 279
tweets, defined, 106
Twitter. See also Vine
  background image, 109–114
  color scheme, 110, 114–115
  header image, 108–111
  increased interest in visual content, 14, 105
  overview, 105
posting vines to, 281
profile, visually stunning, 114–115
profile photo, optimizing, 107–108
required images, 106
signing in to Vine with account, 272
status updates, 115–117
vines shared on, 282
visual content trends, 9

株
unlisted videos (YouTube), 263
Unmetric, 222
updates, book, 4
upload default settings (YouTube), 255
uploading
audio for SlideShare presentation, 206–207
copyright issues, 22–23
images to blog, 123–124
images to LinkedIn, 134
pins to Pinterest, 157, 162
presentation to SlideShare, 202–206
video to blog, 126–127
video to Facebook, 101–103
videos for YouTube, 259–261
URL, Pinterest account, 147
usage statistics (Instagram), 178
user-generated content
defined, 10
increasing sales through, 44
videos, 240
username (Pinterest), 147
users
Instagram, finding relevant, 188
Instagram, interacting with, 189–190
Instagram, using photos from, 191
interacting with on Pinterest, 166–168
Pinterest group board, 152–153
searching for on Pinterest, 166
SlideShare, following, 210–211
on Statigram website, 194
Vine, finding and following, 285–286
Vine, tagging, 281

V

verifying website, for Pinterest, 147–148
video. See also Vine; YouTube
behind-the-scenes, 303–304
best practices, 244–245
in blogs, 126–128
communicating by way of, 13
contests, 240
creating, 86–88, 242–244
customer testimonials, 305–306
educational, 252, 306
explainer, 302–303
on Facebook, 101–104
how-to, 252, 303
inspiration for, 245–246, 301–302
Instagram, 183–187
interviews, 304
on LinkedIn company page, 137
in LinkedIn profile, 133
as marketing communications tool, 236
marketing strategy for, 246–249
overview, 235, 301
plan for, building, 240–242
product demos, 305
promoting, 247–249
promotional, 307
on search engines, 34–35
shooting, 60–61, 183, 241, 279
social networks, sharing on, 239–240
in Twitter updates, 117
user-generated, 240
video sharing sites, building brand on, 238–239
viral, 246–247
websites, enhancing with, 236–238
Video button (Instagram), 180, 183
video editing tools
free, 87
paid, 88
video editor (YouTube), 260–261, 265–268
video player, customized, 238
video recording screen (Vine), 276–279
video sharing sites. See also specific sites
building brand on, 238–239
overview, 238
Vimeo, 239, 245, 302
Vine
Activity tab, 274
best practices, 278–279
building community on, 285–288
Capture Video button, 276
creating videos, 276–279
defined, 20
Explore tab, 274–275
feed, 273–274
interacting with videos, 287–288
marketing with, 272–273
More menu, 276
overview, 271–273
Profile tab, 275
search feature, 275
sharing videos, 117, 280–285, 287–288
Twitter, sharing videos on, 117
users, finding and following, 285–286
video trends, 9
vines (Vine videos)
creating, 276–279
declared, 273
embedding, 284–285, 288
feed, 273–274
interacting with, 287–288
sharing, 117, 280–285, 287–288
viral videos, 246–247
visual assets. See also images; specific visual assets; video
cartoons, 297–298
collages, 298–299
copyright status of, 22–24
customer testimonials, 296–297
customers, collecting from, 63–65
defined, 10
drawing, 85
driving traffic to blog with, 120–122
employees, collecting from, 62–63
free image sites, 66–67
how-to pictures, 300
image sharing sites, 85–86
infographics, 294–295
inspirational quotes, 81–82, 292–293
interactions generated by, 17
inventory of, assessing, 51–52, 60
licensed image sites, 68
overview, 59, 73–74, 291
photo editing tools, 76–80
photos, taking, 60–61, 74–76
power of, 9
presentation software, creating with, 80–83
processing of by brain, 13
product images, 299
professional, 66, 73–74
prominence of, 25
real-life, 293–294
relevancy of, 27
smartphone, creating with, 83–84
statistics, 292
stock photos with text, 295–296
tablet, creating with, 83–84
text-based images, 61–62
turning content into, 69–71
visual library, building, 68–69
writing, 85
visual content plan
constraints, addressing, 49
DIY versus professional content, 50
overview, 47–48
quality of content, evaluating, 48–49
social networks, selecting, 51
visual design stage, infographics, 229–230
visual information, processing of by brain, 13–14
visual library
assessing, 51–52, 60
building, 68–69
using photos from on Instagram, 190–191
visual social marketing. See also specific social networks
applications of, 19–21
believability, increasing, 12
building connections through, 11
challenges of, 16
clutter, overcoming with, 17–18
communicating through, 13
copyright issues, 22–24
defined, 10
genreal discussion, 1–5
goals of, in brainstorming for infographic creation, 227
overview, 9–10
processing of visual information by brain, 13–14
results of, 14–16
on social networks, 19
on visual social networks, 19–20
on websites, 20–21
visual social marketing plan
brand awareness, 42–43
engaging customer, 45–46
execution of, 52
goals, 41–46
overview, 39
researching category or industry, 40–41
sales, increasing, 44–45
target audience, identifying, 46–47
testing, 54–55
tracking and measuring, 52–54
traffic, generating, 43
visual content plan, 47–51
visual inventory, assessing, 51–52
visual social networks. See also specific networks by name
social networks versus, 19
visual social marketing on, 19–20
visuals. See visual assets
VSDC Free Video Editor, 87
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#WantNewCar campaign (Honda), 272
Warning! icon, 3
watermark (YouTube video), 256
web pages. See also websites
to be shared, assessing, 35–37
images for, creating, 37
webcam capture (YouTube), 260
website button (Pinterest), 167
websites. See also specific websites
associated with YouTube account, 256
content pinned from, viewing, 33–34
driving traffic to with Pinterest,
168–171
finding shared pages, 36
free image sites, 66–67
home page images, 36
image sharing, 85–86
images for pages, creating, 37
infographics, generating links with, 220
infographics, promoting on, 231
licensed image sites, 68
microvideo, 235
optimizing for Pinterest, 30–34,
168–171
pages to be shared, assessing, 35–37
Pin It button on, 159–160
pinning on Pinterest, 158–159, 162
Pinterest analytics, 170–171
Pinterest profile, adding to, 147–148
planning for future images, 37
preparing to generate traffic, 35–37
search engine display of images and
video, 34–35
sharing, 26–30
SlideShare embedded presentations on, 214–215
video, enhancing with, 236–238
video sharing, 238–239
vines embedded into, 284–285
visual social marketing on, 20–21
whiteboards, creating visual assets
using, 85
widget builder (Pinterest), 159–160
“Will It Blend?” videos (BlendTec), 12, 247
Windows
creating videos, 87
photo editing tools for, 77–78
WordPress, uploading images to, 123
writing visual assets, 85, 190
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YouTube
ads on, 249
advanced settings, 256–257, 263–264
basic information for videos, 262–263
channel, creating, 253–254
channel, updating fields on, 257–259
community, 269
creating videos, 260
defined, 20
ingoring with videos, 269
InVideo Programming tab, 256
LinkedIn profile, sharing video on, 133
navigating, 254–255
optimizing videos, 261
overview, 239, 251
photo slideshows, 260
researching category or industry on, 41
searching for inspiration on, 302
sharing videos, 117, 252, 269–270
SlideShare presentations, adding videos
to, 207–208
suggested search results, 246
upload default settings, 255
uploading videos for, 259–261
video editor, 260–261, 265–268
video on LinkedIn company page, 137
webcam capture, 260